
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
C.I.L. Products comply with 
EMC Directives of  EEC 
Certificate Number FM 12702 
BS EN ISO9001:2008 
 

CLARKE INSTRUMENTS LIMITED. 
Distloc House, Old Sarum Airfield, 
The Portway, Salisbury, Wiltshire, SP4 6DZ 
Web: www.clarke-inst.com. 

Email: sales@clarke-inst.com 

Type 1491 Security turnstiles (externally accredited) 

Key features 
♦ SR1, SR2, SR3 and SR4 externally accredited to 

LPS1175: Issue 7 certificate 1495a 
♦ Available as double units (SR1—SR3 only) 
♦ 90° Locking head mechanism, electrically 

released in both directions 
♦ Rotor sensing relays to provide a voltage free 

contact following the rotation of the rotor in 
either direction 

♦ Status light LED panels to indicate when to 
proceed 

♦ 240V AC mains supply 2 amp 
♦ Fail locked on power failure 
♦ Walkway canopy with down light 
♦ Side panels clad in galvanised weld mesh (SR2-

SR4): this is see through for CCTV 
♦ Bolts directly onto concrete base 
♦ Finish powder coated in any standard RAL colour 
♦ Can be assembled on site, if delivered flat pack 
♦ Refer to individual data sheets/ drawings for 

more information 
 

Single turnstiles (W 1,305mm D 1,330mm) 
♦ 1491-201-S SR1 straight bar rotor arms 
♦ 1491-201-H SR1 Hooped bar rotor arms 
♦ 1491-202-SF SR2 straight bar filled rotor arms 
♦ 1491-202-HF SR2 Hooped bar rotor paddles 
♦ 1491-203-SFA SR3 Straight Bar filled armor rotor 

arms 
♦ 1491-203-HFA SR3 Hooped Bar filled sheet and 

armor rotor paddles 
♦ 1491-204-HFA SR4 Hooped D Bar filled armor 

shaped rotor paddles 
 

Double turnstile (W 2,000mm D 1,330mm) 
♦ 1491-211-S SR1 Straight bar rotor arms 
♦ 1491-212-SF SR2 Straight bar filled rotor arms 
♦ 1491-213-SFA SR3 Straight bar filled armor rotor 

arms 
 

 

CLARKE INSTRUMENTS LTD 
Innovative security solutions for the control of                     

access since 1969 

 

Designed and manufactured in the UK by Clarke Instruments Ltd 

1491-204-HFA SR4 turns�le 

(illustra�ve only) 

1491-201-S SR1 turns�le 

(illustra�ve only) 



 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Type 1491 Security turnstiles (externally accredited) 
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HF  /HFA 



Type 1491 Security turnstiles (externally accredited) 
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Turnstile Fence side 
clearance   

Mounting Panel 
for suitably rated 
access control 
readers either 

side 
 

WALKWAY 
INFILL 
SR4 (single turnstile only) 
With 40 RHS, infill and mesh 
 

SR3 
With 40 RHS and mesh 
 

SR2 
With 10 flat and mesh 
 

SR1 
With 10 flat and no mesh 


